
Version 2.064x11
Reduced "Receiver blow-by" in sub and main rx
Incorporated NR from the Orion II
Increased 60m band size
Improved Step selection handling
Improved AN/NB/NR Crashing
Added PBT to band registers
Sweep Display recalibration
Modified NR control range
Improved sub receiver AM mute problem
Improved rear panel band info update bug
Resolved serial TUNER command
Resolved FSK/CW tone interaction
Resolved raspy CW tone interaction with SSB modes in sub Rx
Resolved subrx key click when main rx in CW
Resolved AM vs SSB audio crashing
Note: When transitioning to/from this version with previous versions, it is highly advised that the user
perform a master reset and a ram clear.
Utilized Windows 7 64-bit compatible installer
Utilized Windows 7 64-bit compatible update.exe

Version 2.063Xg - Beta
Enhanced SWEEP function with enlarged display and tuning cursor
User selectable RF or AF derived AGC
Optional Per-Band or Global MIC/PWR settings
Enhanced A>B VFO Copy function

Version 2.062a
Adjusted gains to correct overload when large +EQ was set and AGC was set for FLAT.
Corrected serial port VFO update routine resulting in display not being updated when changed.

Version 2.061f
Corrected bug that caused an audio pop on sidetone trailing edge.
Band register selection now remembered on each band.
Corrected bug in band change that caused ‘A’ register to be overwritten.
Modified AGC RISE in DSP to get maximum gain if FLAT was selected.
Fixed Vox/CW mode change bug that would allow radio to transmit CW on voice peaks.
Added code to recall antenna presets on frequency change via serial port.
Corrected audio roll-off in Voice Record/Playback.
Modified AGC to reduce affect of short RF pulses on AGC response.
Increased line output level.
Corrected update of sub rx gain when set over the serial port

V 2.060b
Corrected bug in band change that caused ‘A’ register to be overwritten.

V 2.060a
Increased AM Rx BW to 9khz
Added soft limiter to FM Transmitter
Added on screen BAND REGISTER indicator.
Added on screen SPLIT indicator.
Improved AM TX carrier level.
Improved QSK.

V 2.059
Added control of Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA) in microphone A/D.



V 2.058
Modified the AGC system. Now has slow attack to eliminate hang-up on news spikes.
Modified the Speech Processor to use envelope detection for gain changes instead of peak-detection
Relocated the NR and NOTCH functions down one decimation level to reduce the processor load!
Fixed scaling inside manual notch function that caused numeric overload.

V 2.057
- Fixed the SUB label position on the display.
- Fixed the main MODE label position.
- Corrected main & sub filters underline positions.
- Corrected random SWEEP centering for AM mode.

V 2.056
- Corrected SUB-RX LSB PBT. Was moving the passband the wrong direction.
- Fixed 'stuck' TX_OUT hang bug introduced in version 2.055.

V 2.055
- Modified Speech Processor to add a lower gain limit. This keeps the SP gain from running
away.
- Created optimization routine for filters that can eliminate amplitude variations for all filters.
- QSK not affect the TX_OUT signal in CW mode when the keying loop is turned on.
- Corrected VFOB Vs TUNE interference.
- Corrected VFOB Vs SUB Mode interaction.

Version 2.054
First public release of Version 2.x beta firmware


